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QUESTION 1

You are a database administrator for Company.com. You manage a database named Invoicing. The Invoicing database
is backed up with a full backup nightly and transaction log backups once every two hours from 08:00 to 17:00. You
implement database snapshots for the Invoicing database. A database snapshot is created each day at 07:00. At 09:30
today, a user inadvertently deleted all of the invoices that were entered into the Current Invoice table yesterday. None of
these invoices had been changed today prior to the deletion. It is now 11:45 and many other changes have occurred in
the database. You need to recover the lost rows with as few administrative steps as possible while minimizing data
loss. 

What should you do? 

A. Use the SELECT sub query in the INSERT statement to move the deleted rows from yesterday mornings database
snapshot to the Current Invoice table. 

B. Restore last nights Full Backup and all transaction log backups until the 10:00 backup. Use the STOP AT statement
on all restores to stop the restores at 09:29. 

C. Use the SELECT sub query in the INSERT statement to move the deleted rows from this mornings database
snapshot to the Current Invoice table. 

D. Restore last nights Full Backup and all transaction log backups until the 10:00 backup. Use the STOP AT statement
on the last restore to stop the restore at 09:29. 

Correct Answer: C  

 

QUESTION 2

You are a database administrator for a financial services company. You are configuring replication between two SQL
Server 2005 computers named SQL1 and SQL2. SQL1 stores real-time transactional data. SQL2 is used for reporting.
SQL2 must not change data on SQL1. The publication contains a large amount of data. You need to ensure that during
replication, data is copied from SQL1 to SQL2 in as near real-time as possible to ensure accurate reporting. You need
to ensure that this data is copied securely. 

What should you do? 

A. Configure snapshot replication on SQL1. Configure SQL2 as a standard subscriber for a standard subscription. 

B. Configure merge replication on SQL1. Configure SQL2 as a standard subscriber for an updateable subscription. 

C. Configure transactional replication on SQL1. Configure SQL2 as a standard subscriber for an updateable
subscription. 

D. Configure transactional replication on SQL1. Configure SQL2 as a standard subscriber for a standard subscription. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3
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A rental agent named Eric is a member of the Windows rental_agents group. He was inadvertently given more
permissions than he should have as a member of the rental_agents group. You confirm that the other rental agents do
not have excessive permissions. You use the EXECUTE AS statement to impersonate Eric, and you run six different
SQL commands in the internet_rentals database. You need to identify which of the commands have results that show
excessive permissions for Eric. 

Which two commands should you identify? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. SELECT name FROM sys.tables WHERE HAS_PERMS_BY_NAME(name, \\'OBJECT\\', \\'SELECT\\') = 1;returns
10 rows 

B. SELECT HAS_DBACCESS(\\'internet_rentals\\');returns a value of 1 

C. SELECT HAS_PERMS_BY_NAME(\\'sa\\', \\'LOGIN\\', \\'IMPERSONATE\\'); returns a value of 0 

D. SELECT IS_SRVROLEMEMBER (\\'serveradmin\\');returns a value of 1 

E. SELECT name FROM sys.tables WHERE HAS_PERMS_BY_NAME(name, \\'OBJECT\\', \\'DELETE\\') = 1; returns
10 rows 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a database administrator for your company. You run SQL Server Profiler by using the SP:Recompile event
class. You notice a large number of recompiles occurring. You need to identify the possible cause of the large number
of recompiles. 

What is the most likely cause of the problem? 

A. Ad hoc batches are not being retrieved from the procedure cache. 

B. The sp_executesql batches are not being retrieved from the procedure cache. 

C. A database administrator executed UPDATE STATISTICS statements on all tables that are referenced by the most
common stored procedures. 

D. A database administrator created one new stored procedure. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are the administrator of a SQL Server 2005 computer named SQL1. The SQL Server service and the SQL Server
Agent service are configured to start automatically. You need to configure SQL1 to audit all user names and application
names that attempt to access information from SQL1. SQL1 must perform auditing at all times, and the results must be
kept for 10 years. 

What should you do? 
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A. Disable the C2 Audit Tracing setting on the server properties. 

B. Create a SQL Server Agent job to run the SQL Trace stored procedure. Configure the job to start when the SQL
Server Agent service starts. 

C. Set the Login auditing setting to Both failed and successful logins. 

D. Configure the server authentication mode as SQL Server and Windows Authentication mode. 

Correct Answer: B 
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